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Abstract: Touching for shape recognition has been shown to activate occipital areas in addition to somatosensory areas.
In this study we asked if this combination of somatosensory and other sensory processing areas also exist in other kinds of
touch recognition. In particular, does touch for texture roughness matching activate other sensory processing areas apart
from somatosensory areas? We addressed this question with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) using
wooden abstract stimulus objects whose shape or texture were to be identified. The participants judged if pairs of
objects had the same shape or the same texture. We found that the activated brain areas for texture and shape matching
have similar underlying structures, a combination of the primary motor area and somatosensory areas. Areas associated
with object-shape processing were activated between stimuli during shape matching and not texture roughness matching,
while auditory areas were activated during encoding of texture and not for shape stimuli. Matching of textures also involves left BA47, an area associated with retrieval of relational information. We suggest that texture roughness is recognized in a framework of ordering. Left-lateralized activations favoring texture might reflect semantic processing associated with grading roughness quantitatively, as opposed to the more qualitative distinctions between shapes.
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INTRODUCTION
Imagine looking for a keyhole in the dark. You touch the
wooden door until you feel the smooth metal texture of the
key-lock. Then, using the fingers, you identify the keyhole
shape and insert the key. The fingers are used for both texture and shape recognition. Touch activities for both seem
similar, yet the information conveyed is different. Most studies on touch report on overlapping activations within the
somatosensory areas for texture and shape processing (e.g.
[1]), while shape specific [2, 3] and texture specific regions
have been suggested [2, 4]. However, some of these differences may just as well depend on differences in touch involved (e.g., palm of hand for shape / fingers for textures).
Even though similar stimuli are expected to lead to similar
neural activations, most studies that have used similar stimuli for both shape and texture recognition, report on activation of occipitotemporal visual areas in touch-for-shape recognition but not in touch-for-texture recognition (e.g. [5]).
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One study also reported a texture specific region in the medial occipital cortex for both visual and haptic stimuli [2].
The visual processing of objects in the brain can be divided into a ventral stream (what), which extends from the
visual cortex to the inferior temporal cortex and the dorsal
stream (how/where) which extends from the visual cortex to
the parietal lobes [6]. Object recognition and location by
touch activates a corresponding dorsal stream from early
somatosensory to prefrontal, inferior and superior parietal
regions, respectively [7]. Recognition of graspable objects
involves occipitotemporal areas, in particular the lateral occipital tactile-visual area ([2, 5, 8, 9]. This area is activated
for shape recognition but not for texture recognition [2, 5, 8,
10-12]. This indicates that these areas respond to object form
regardless of sensory input [5, 13, 14], however the relative
involvement of these areas may be modulated by properties
such as object familiarity [15, 16]. In addition, the cerebellum is more activated in the memory delay of tactile object
recognition than for texture recognition, perhaps due to reflection over object shape processing.
Similar multisensory integration is also evident between
tactile and auditory stimuli; when studying tactile texture
perception it is common to take measures to prevent feeling
textures from being biased due to auditory stimulation (e.g.
[17, 18], such measures includes use of earplugs, head2011 Bentham Open
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phones, and a proper baseline. Tactile vibrations to the participant’s index finger have shown to activate auditory areas
[5, 19, 20], however, this area of research is much less explored. With respect to tactile exploration, it is possible that
an audiotactile activation overlap within Brodmann area (BA
42) reflect the bumpy exploration of a texture, or perhaps the
dynamic contact between the hand and the stimulus [5, 20].
Animal studies on monkeys also show that this type of tactile
vibration overlap with auditory stimulation in the second
stage of auditory processing [21, 22]. Thus, we hypothesize
that just as shape recognition rely on areas normally associated with visual processing, texture recognition rely on areas
normally associated with auditory processing.

temperature) which must be kept at constant for all stimuli
when studying texture roughness.

Neural correlates of kinesthetic and tactile exploration
are difficult to distinguish; both cause overlapping activation
in somatosensory areas and in the primary motor area [3].
We expect that the kinesthetic used in following the boundaries of a shape with a finger involve the generation of a mental image that may be detected as specific activation in the
visual brain areas, however such mental images are products
of further processing of sensory inputs, thus it is interesting
to determine the sequences of activations that correspond
uniquely to each of texture and shape recognition. Vision
probably has a role in generating visual images but may not
be crucial – blind people are able to draw images of objects,
and sighted people can draw images with their eyes closed.
Shape and texture roughness are two different kinds of object properties of general perceptual significance: shape is
qualitative while texture roughness can be associated with
quantitatively grading roughness, and is therefore orderable.
There are other properties of texture (stickiness, hardness,

Sixteen right-handed college students (nine females),
with an age range 21- 29 years (average 25 years), were recruited through sign-up sheets and received $40 for their
participation. The subjects were judged fit to participate in
the fMRI experiment after completing a comprehensive
medical questionnaire, and were tested for handedness with
the Edinburgh Inventory [38]. They gave informed consent
for a protocol approved by the Human Subjects Review
Board at Stanford University. The tasks were practiced first
outside and later inside the scanner. After the experimental
sessions, the participants filled out a questionnaire concerning their strategies used to identify the tactile stimuli.

We expect that activations within somatosensory areas
should be involved in both shape and texture matching, but
that shape recognition but not texture recognition should
involve visual shape-specific lateral occipital culcus (LOC)
[2, 5, 8, 10, 11], while we predict that areas within the Superior Temporal Gyrus (STG) may be involved in distinguishing between different textures [20].
METHODS
Participants

Design and Materials
We emphasize the similarity of sensory inputs during
shape and texture exploration; both are similar tasks in
which right-handed participants use their right pointing finger to follow the contour or texture roughness of an object in

Fig. (1). Experimental design.
The participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed throughout the experiment, and auditory instructions (“compare texture” or “compare shape”) set their minds to the following task. After an instruction-delay of variable duration (6.5, 7.5, 8.5 or 9.5 seconds; average 8seconds), an auditory signal prompted the participants to feel either the object’s texture, or to feel the object’s contour shape. A double auditory signal instructed them to stop. After a memory delay of 6 seconds during which the object was advanced to the next probe object, an
auditory signal prompted the participants to feel the memory probe for 8 seconds, before a new double signal instructed them to stop. Participants responded “same” or “different” to whether the probe was identical to the encoded object by pressing one of two buttons with their left
middle finger for one condition and the left pointing finger for the other condition, instructions were reversed for half the participants. The
participants were instructed to respond as precisely as possible and as soon they were confident of their response (They were allowed to respond from the onset of the memory probe until 2 seconds after the memory probe. The item was then removed). The experiment consisted
of six sessions; eight trials per scan, each trial lasting 32 seconds.
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order to decide whether the sensed feature of an object is
identical to or different from that of the previous object.
Hence our participants carry out similar tasks for recognition
of shape and texture.
Stimulus objects, whose shape and texture were to be
identified, were cut wooden abstract shapes, four shapes
covered with four grades of sandpaper resulting in 16 unique
shape/texture combinations. Each object was replicated in
six exemplars, producing a total of 96 stimuli. The testobjects were attached to round carrousel turntables, 16 objects on each carrousel. The turntable was mounted on a nonmagnetic gearbox positioned between the participant's legs,
and a wooden table was positioned over the turntable with a
cutout through which the participant could touch only one
object at a time with his/her pointing finger. The gearbox
was connected through a shaft to a stepper motor to advance
the objects under the cutout as commanded by the computer
program developed for this purpose. Due to the limited capacity of the carrousels, the experiment was divided into six
scans, with eight trials in each. Six carrousels containing the
stimuli were prepared for each subject prior to scanning, and
the carrousel was changed between each scan. The experiment was two-back-counterbalanced, so that each trial followed another with equal likelihood, with the constraint that
each scan contained the same number of texture and shape
trials. The order of stimuli was randomized between participants. The participants were instructed to keep their eyes
closed throughout the experiment, and auditory instructions
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(“compare texture” or “compare shape”) set their minds to
the following task. After an instruction-delay of variable
duration (6.5, 7.5, 8.5 or 9.5 seconds; average 8-seconds), an
auditory signal prompted the participants to feel either the
object’s texture, or to feel the object’s contour shape. A double auditory signal instructed them to stop. After a memory
delay of 6 seconds during which the object was advanced to
the next probe object, an auditory signal prompted the participants to feel the memory probe for 8 seconds, before a
new double signal instructed them to stop. Participants responded “same” or “different” to whether the probe was
identical to the encoded object by pressing one of two buttons with their left middle finger for one condition and the
left pointing finger for the other condition, instructions were
reversed for half the participants. The participants were instructed to respond as precisely as possible and as soon they
were confident of their response (They were allowed to respond from the onset of the memory probe until 2 seconds
after the memory probe. The item was then removed). The
experiment consisted of six sessions; eight trials per scan,
each trial lasting 32 seconds for detailed procedure see
Fig. (1). The detailed fMRI procedure is presented in the
appendix.
Questionnaire
We included a questionnaire in order to evaluate whether
or not the participants had understood the tasks, and in order
to get a subjective measure on the strategies used in order to

Fig. (2). Average brain activations of texture and shape recognition: for all phases and for each phase.
The figure show activation areas for shape – texture (red) and texture – shape (green) at the P=0.001 threshold, uncorrected for multiple
comparisons. Thus, by using the same stimuli and the same procedure for touch, auditory noise during scanning is controlled for when subtracting shape from texture activation and texture from shape activation.
Numbers on the figure are BA numbers; C: Cerebellum; SPL: Superior Parietal Lobe; MFG: Middle Frontal Gyrus: PCG: Post Central
Gyrus; IPL: Inferior Parietal Lobule; ITG: Inferior Temporal Gyrus; LOtv: lateral occipital tactile-visual area: PcL: Paracentral Lobule; SFG:
Superior Frontal Gyrus; STG: Superior Temporal Gyrus
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solve the tasks. For each task (shape or texture discrimination) the following questions were asked: 1) Did you experience any difficulty in discrimination between the stimuli? 2)
How many different stimuli were there? 3) Did you have
problems with any particular stimulus? 4) Did you use any
particular strategies in order to discriminate one stimulus
from the other? 5) Do you have any other comments to the
stimuli? 6) Was the task easy or difficult? We also included
a question about the perceived relative difficulty of the two
tasks: 7) Which of the tasks was the easier task?
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and the right inferior temporal gyrus (BA 37) within the area
LOtv, which is associated with touch and/or visual shape
recognition [5, 9, 10, 13, 26]. The shape recognition task
activated more occipitotemporal regions than texture recognition (Fig. 2).

RESULTS
Behavioral Results
Participants recognized shapes with an average of 91%
correct responses (SE: 2%) and textures with an average of
85% (SE: 2%) correct responses. A t-test showed higher
accuracy for “shape” decisions than for “texture” decisions
(t(15) = 2.788, p < 0.05). Since the participants were not
asked to respond before they were confident of their answer,
response time (RT) is not a reliable measure in this experiment.
Evaluation of the Questionnaire
None of the participants expressed difficulty in discriminating the textures, but 5 participants reported that the number of textures was lower than the actual number (they estimated 3.6 textures on average). Two participants did not
report having used any strategies, while 11 categorized the
stimuli by roughness and 3 named them. One participant
expressed difficulty in discriminating the shapes, but he actually performed well. All participants could recall the
shapes by drawing them, but 4 participants estimated the
number of shapes to be higher than the actual number (they
estimated it to be 4.4 shapes on average). Three participants
reported not to have used any strategies, while all the others
reported to have formed mental images and named or labeled
the shapes. Half the participants (8) were more confident
about their performance on the texture task than on the shape
task, yet the accuracy results show they were less accurate on
the texture task.
fMRI Results
The linear average activation over all four phases showed
that the shape task activated several areas significantly more
than the texture task. Only one area (left inferior frontal
gyrus, BA 47) was activated more by texture than shape recognition, when all phases/conditions were included in the
analysis (Fig. 2).
The shape task activated more regions than the texture
task particularly during the memory delay, and especially in
the occipitotemporal area. Both primary and secondary somatosensory (parietal operculum, BA40) regions were activated more during the shape task than the texture task. A
ventral right lateral primary somatosensory region (PCG; BA
1, 65 –18 27) was activated significantly more during encoding of shapes than for textures. For the memory delay phase,
shape specific local maxima were found in areas that have
been reported as visual object shape- or size-related [23-25],
including bilateral superior parietal lobule, (SPL; BA7, 5),
bilateral precuneus (BA7) and middle frontal gyrus, (BA 6).
Activations during the memory delay also included the left

Fig. (3). Delayed HRF (haemodynamic response function) for
areas of particular interest.
The y-axis shows percent signal change from average activation
within the same ROI, all on the same scale (x-axis = 0, max peak =
+/- 1.5 %). Bilateral regions within the superior parietal lobule
(SPL) and the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) were consistently activated more for shape than for texture for all phases of the experiment. The inferior temporal region (LOC) was more activated for
shape than for texture during the encoding phase and maintained
during the memory delay. The area within the transverse temporal
gyrus (BA42) was activated more for texture than for shape during
the encoding phase.
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The left interior prefrontal cortex, LIPFC, (BA 47) was
differentially more activated during texture recognition than
during shape recognition. The LIPFC is preferentially involved in retrieval of relational information and error estimation in simple quantitative (arithmetic) tasks [27], in addition
to semantic processes [28]. Greater activation for the texture
task also occurred in the left associative auditory cortex (BA
42; -57, -11, 12) during the initial exploration of the stimuli.
This region is close to the Heschl’s gyrus and overlaps a
region which activated for speech reading in hearing participants but not in deaf participants ([29]; -58, -3, 9), showing
that this region is part of a hearing network. It is also in the
proximity of a region showing overlap between tactile vibration to the index finger and auditory stimulation (-44, -33,
12), due to overlapping clusters with centers -51, -21, 16 for
vibrotactile stimulation and -45, -21, 4 for audio [20].

were higher during texture roughness recognition than during shape recognition. Activation difference between these
two studies may be due to method of exploration (one finger
in our experiment, palm and all fingers in [2]), differences in
stimuli (constant shape or constant texture for the variable
not being studied in [2], versus varying shape and texture for
all stimuli in the present experiment), difference in method
(locator task in [2], versus the present matching task), or
previous exposure to visual textures may have triggered e.g.
an occipital region in [2]. In the present experiment, activations occurred in the associative auditory cortex during encoding of texture when contrasted with encoding of shape,
even though it is possible that some information about the
object’s texture also was relayed subconsciously during exploration of shape. This area is located close to the tip of the
left Heschl’s gyrus (BA 42: –57, –11, 12), and has seldom
been reported in relation to other than auditory stimuli (but
see [20]). Since this activation is present during the exploration of stimuli and not during the memory delay, it is likely
that it is due to reflect bottom up processing (classifying
stimulus as more or less rough) and indicate that multisensory integration occur within this area [19]. This also implies
that damage to this region may affect other aspects than
hearing. Overlapping activations for auditory and somatosensory stimuli have been previously reported in the associative auditory areas of monkeys [21, 22], and for tactile
stimulation [19,20], but this is to our knowledge the first
time it is shown during exploration of texture.

Fig. (3) shows the difference between shape and texture
activation within the left superior parietal lobule, the left
inferior parietal lobule, the left inferior temporal gyrus and
the left transverse temoral gyrus as a function of time.
There were several common activations in somatosensory areas (see Table 1), but no activation of anterior PCG
(BA 3, 37 –32 61), which has been reported to be a common
region central in shape and texture identification [1]. However, the present experiment activated several common areas
for shape and texture matching within the primary somatosensory area (BA 2, 3), primary motor area (BA4) and somatosensory association area (BA 5).

The results suggest parallels in texture and shape recognition through touch: texture recognition is correlated with
primary and secondary somatosensory and secondary auditory areas in addition to frontal lobe areas; shape recognition
is correlated with shape specific activations in somatosensory areas (SPL, IPL, PCG) and occipital areas; the following expands on this claim.

A region within LIPFC (BA47), an area that is preferentially involved in retrieval of relational information [30] was
significantly more activated for the texture task than for the
shape task. This fits subjects’ reports that they ordered objects according to ‘more or less rough’ during texture recognition. We interpret the observed activation of BA 47 as a
correlate of the relational encoding and maintenance of textures in memory: roughness of textures is memorized by
creating a relation of order of roughness, as more or less
rough.

Characteristics of Texture Matching

Characteristics of Shape Matching

Stilla and Sathian [2] reported activations in a medial occipital region when contrasting shape and texture stimuli. In
the present experiment, no activations in the occipital areas

The higher activation in the postcentral gyrus (PCG) for
shape than for texture during exploration (encoding) of the
objects (65, –18, 27 & –46, –26, 31), suggests that additional

DISCUSSION

Table 1.

Conjunction Between Shape and Texture Activations Including BAs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7
Left

Right

BA

X

Y

Z

mm3

T

Precuneus

7

-14

-68

37

2080

6.63

Sup. Parietal Lobule

7/5

-24

-52

43

1488

Precuneus

7

-22

-64

36

Paracentral Lobule

5

-18

-38

Postcentral Gyrus

2

-48

Post/precentral gyrus

3/4

-22

Precentral gyrus

4

Cuneus

7

-24

X

Y

Z

mm3

T

6.54

28

-48

43

576

5.18

144

6.19

22

-64

36

112

4.33

50

640

5.58

20

-40

50

1312

5.26

-29

35

96

5.03

-29

49

560

5.23

24

-31

49

272

4.15

59

-10

26

144

4.11

-80

30

160

3.9
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recourses in the primary somatosensory region are required
for identification of object shape and not object texture, but
these activation differences do not continue after the exploration period (memory delay). Several parietal regions (SPL,
BA5, 7); Precuenus (BA7), IPL (BA40), are particularly
more activated for the shape task than for the texture task.
These regions are known to be important for sensory integration and association (e.g. [7]). Superior and Inferior parts of
the parietal cortex (BA’s 7, 40) have also been associated
with reasoning during spatial imagery [31], and regions
within SPL has been found to activate due to short term
memory processing during tactile length exploration of objects and spatial reasoning [31, 32]).
Our study shows that shape matching is supported by additional somatosensory regions and occipitotemporal regions
which activate significantly less during texture matching,
which is in line with previous reports that shape but not texture recognition involves object-specific occipital regions [5,
8, 9]. These regions include primary (BA2, 3) and secondary
(BA40) somatosensory regions. Patient studies [33, 34] have
shown that large damage to regions within primary somatosensory area has caused micro-geometrical processing deficits, while damage to secondary somatosensory areas (e.g.
BA40, BA43) has caused macro-geometrical processing
deficits. This suggests that texture processing depends on
primary somatosensory regions that are activated for both
texture and shape, while secondary somatosensory regions
aid shape processing, and damage to secondary somatosensory regions may be more detrimental to shape than to texture processing.
We interpret the occipitotemporal activations for shape
and not for texture (a bilateral area in the parietotemporal
junction (BA 39) as relating to mental imagery (a strategy
reported by the participants) which forms in the LOC, and is
continued in temporal areas during the memory delay. Evidence for early involvement of LOC was recently reported in
a high density EEG study [35]. The use of mental imagery
may be enforced since the few shapes were familiar to the
subjects in the present study [15]. This suggests that the occipitotemporal areas process not only visual sensory inputs,
but also the position of the finger over time in order to produce a mental representation of shape. Thus there may be a
modulation between a top-down effect of visual imagery and
a bottom-up effect in perceiving objects [8]. Also, since activation of the LOC enhances verbal memory in the blind,
there is processing beyond visual imagery in the LOC [36].
Similar results are reported by others who show that verbal
[26] or whole-palm-touch stimuli ([2,13], or index finger and
thumb touch [8] are associated with occipitotemporal activations.
Qualitative Versus Quantitative Processing
The overall results indicate two distinct cortical networks: shape matching correlates with activations in somatosensory and occipitotemporal areas while texture matching
correlates with activations in somatosensory and secondary
auditory cortex. The involvement of the occipital regions is
evident during the memory delay, thus these regions are
likely being used for maintenance of information about object shape. The involvement of the auditory area during the
initial exploration of stimuli indicates that it is being used for
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encoding purposes. The two networks are associated with
different theoretical concepts - shape is qualitative, texture is
quantitative and orderable, and hence relational.
Recognition through the fingers may be viewed as correlated with two prototypical types of processing and corresponding activations; a) somatosensory- occipitotemporal
related to qualitative processing, and b) somatosensoryauditory, related to relational processing. The left-lateralized
activations favoring texture might reflect semantic processing associated with quantitatively grading roughness, as opposed to the more qualitative distinctions between shapes. In
a previous study of neural correlates of shape/texture visual
recognition, results suggest too that the LIFPC is activated
for texture more than for shape [37] suggesting a pattern of
processing beyond modalities. The activation of the LIFPC
for texture may be due to its orderable nature as more or less
rough. Processing of shape and texture may exemplify two
categories of concepts associated with sensory cues: qualitative-non-orderable such as shapes, and orderable-quantitative
such as texture.
APPENDIX
fMRI Procedure
MRI Scanning Procedure
MR imaging was performed using a 1.5 T whole-body
MRI scanner (General Electric Medical Systems Signa, Rev.
5.5, Waukesha, WI). A top-hat elliptical quadrature birdcage
head-coil was positioned around the participant’s head to
obtain the MRI signal.
Head movement was minimized using a bite-bar, formed
with each participant’s dental impression. Functional images
were obtained (TR = 2000 ms; TE = 40 ms; flip angle 87°;
FOV = 220 cm2; 64 x 64 voxels) in the same slice locations
used for anatomic images. These functional images contained BOLD contrast intensity values and were acquired
continuously during task performance. The volumes covered
the whole brain (23 contiguous slices, each 6 mm thick; 1interleaved) and were acquired using a T2*- weighted 2D
gradient-echo spiral pulse sequence, which is relatively insensitive to motion artifacts due to pulsatility. A total of 768
functional volumes were acquired for each participant. Three
discarded volumes (a total of 6 s) were acquired at the beginning of each session to allow for T1 stabilization. Finally,
a high resolution T1-weighted multisliced anatomical image
was acquired in axial orientation, using a 3D spoiled GRASS
(SPGR) pulse sequence (TR = 40 ms; minimum TE; flip
angle 15°; 124 contiguous slices of 1.5 mm thickness; 256 x
192 matrix; FOV 220 cm2).
Data Preprocessing
Image preprocessing and statistical analysis were performed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). To account for
variable sampling times for the different slices, voxel time
series were interpolated using sinc interpolation and were resampled using the first (bottom) slice as a reference point.
All T2*-weighted volumes were realigned to the first one
in the time series to correct for between-scan motion. The
structural T1-weighted volumes were spatially normalized to
a standard MNI template in Talairach space using a 12-
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parameter affine normalization and 12 nonlinear iterations
with 7 x 8 x 7 basis functions. The spatial transformations
derived from normalizing the structural volume taken in the
functional acquisition plane were applied to the realigned
T2*-weighted volumes. During normalization, all volumes
were re-sampled in 2 x 2 x 4 mm voxels using sinc interpolation in space. Finally, all T2*-weighted volumes were
smoothed with a 7-mm full width at half-maximum isotropic
Gaussian kernel to compensate for residual between-subject
variability after spatial normalization, and to permit application of Gaussian random field theory to provide for corrected
statistical inference.
fMRI Analyses
Initial exploratory analyses were performed to assess the
magnitude of pair-wise differences between the different
conditions at each voxel. As part of these analyses, further
preprocessing steps were performed within SPM99. First, in
order to remove low frequency drifts in the BOLD signal,
the data were high-pass filtered with an average upper cutoff period of 115 seconds. Condition effects at each voxel
were estimated according to the general linear model as implemented in SPM. The first scan in each session was omitted from the analysis in order to eliminate transient noise.
The data was analyzed with the general linear model,
blocked into the 4 different phases (see Fig. 1). We report
the linear average activation during the 4 phases and in addition activation during the initial exploration of shapes and
textures (encoding), and also activations during the memory
delay; this phase is of particular interest in order to assess the
preparatory processing for memory performance. We report
the differential activation between shape and texture recognition, which ensure that possible interference sources such as
any auditory stimulation will be equated out of the analysis.
We also report a conjunction analysis was performed on predefined areas including the motor and somatosensory areas
(BAs 1 – 7), in order to identify common somatosensory
activations between the shape and texture memory tasks.
This conjunction was done without a baseline; multiple regression analysis without a constant term was performed on
the individual unbalanced shape and texture activations prior
to conjunction in SPM. Post hoc exploration of regions
showing differences between shape and texture was performed using a time series analysis method (roimod1, Stanford University) where the each value is the average image
intensity over the region of interest. The units reported reflect the “somewhat abstract” MR intensity. Time course
starts with the onset of the first condition, and represents the
average across every running of that trial. Each graph is plotted averages of all 16 subjects for each region of interest.
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